HOW CHINA OPERATES ON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

Examples of Chinese Government Programs and Activities Operating in University Spaces

CONTROL THE NARRATIVE THROUGH INFLUENCE (open) OPERATIONS
Control How China is Perceived in the World

- Build Regime-Affiliated Communities Abroad.
- Foreign Embassy-Sponsored Welcome Parties.
- Chinese Students and Scholars Associations receive guidance from the CCP through Chinese embassies and consulates for suppression of free speech and the intimidation of Chinese student activists.

CONTROL EVENTS AND OUTCOMES THROUGH INTERFERENCE (hidden) OPERATIONS
Erode Democratic Values, Principles, Institutions

- Exploit Student, Faculty, Visiting Scientist U.S. Visa programs.
- Gifts of Funding and Technology to U.S. Universities and Institutes.
- Influence the Research Grant Process, Degrade Integrity of Scientific Research and Peer Review. Publish or Patent ahead of Published Research Findings.
- Pressure Publishers not to Publish Negative Portrayals of China.
- Censorship of Internet Access and Academic Publications.
- Recruit Students, Faculty, Researchers for insights or access to sensitive research.

ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE | ILLICIT ACQUISITION OF EXPORT CONTROLLED | DUAL USE TECHNOLOGIES
Steal Priority Technologies. Leverage International Openness of U.S. Markets, Universities, Institutes

- Place Scientists, Researchers, in University, U.S. National Labs for access to emerging and foundational research and access to Dual Use | Export Control Technologies.
- Research MOUs between U.S. and Chinese Universities on sensitive technologies. Risk intellectual property diversion.
- Gifts of Funding and Technology to U.S. Universities and Institutes.
- Pressure Publishers to not Publish Negative Portrayals of China.
- Censorship of Internet Access and Academic Publications.

CONDUCT CYBER OPERATIONS
Cyber Operations Targeting University Information Systems to Steal Data, Intellectual Property, PII

- Cyber Operations Targeting University Information Systems to Steal Data, Intellectual Property, PII.
- Conduct Cyber Operations.
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